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Abstract—Flow aggregation or time synchronization ensures low-rate denial of service (LDoS) attack flows form an ideal rectangular pulse at the victim to maximize attack efficiency. The differences of end-to-end delay between each host are critical for aggregation or synchronization. A new approach based on Euclidean distance is proposed to avoid the complexity of direct measuring internet end-to-end delay. Using NS2 experiments, the performances of such coordinated attack are shown and compared with uncoordinated attack. Test results prove that an aggregated or synchronous LDoS attack launched by the approach is even more detrimental.
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I. INTRODUCTION

LDoS attack can degrade the capability of the system or severely reduce service quality by subjecting the system to a fairly low-intensity attack traffic, which makes the system inefficient and unstable [1]–[3]. Because of its low-rate characteristic, LDoS attack is more secluded than traditional flooding-based DoS. (Generally, by adjusting the attack parameters, the LDoS attacker can cause different levels damage [4]–[7], ranging from degradation-of-service to absolute denial-of-service). The tradeoff between the “damage” inflicted by an attacker (e.g., waste in bandwidth) and the “consumption” of the attack (e.g., average attack rate) should be considered. At the premise of keeping enough power to cause a large number of packets loss, an aggregated or synchronous LDoS attack (well orchestrated and timed) can save the consumption of each attack host and elude detection of counter-DoS mechanisms [8]–[11].

Generally, there are two attack models [12], [13]: TCP-Congestion-Control-Based and Router-Queue-Management-Based. In this paper, the aggregation and synchronization of LDoS attack are investigated in two models respectively. We begin with describing the characteristics of LDoS attack, then, propose a new Euclidean-Distance-Based approach to ensure aggregation or synchronization. According to the new approach, comparing the performances of aggregated attack and non-aggregated attack, and comparing the performances of synchronous attack and asynchronous attack. Through NS2 experiments the advantages of an aggregated or synchronous LDoS attack have been proved. At the end of paper, we draw a conclusion.

II. CHARACTERISTICS OF LDO S ATTACK

In essence, an LDoS attacker generates a sequence of false congestion signals to the victim using periodic attack pulses [12], [13]. As shown in Fig. 1, a single source LDoS attack can be modeled by a square waveform. \(T\) is the time interval between two consecutive attack pulses, \(L\) indicates the time period during which attackers send packets, and \(R\) exhibits the peak rate by which attacking flow is sent. This type of attack is named low-rate attack, as \(L/T\) is small. If \(L/T=1\), LDoS attack becomes flooding-based DoS.

Fig. 1. Single LDoS attack stream.

There are several requirements for successful LDoS attack [12], [14]:
1) Attack period \(T\) is appropriate for periodic sending congestion signal and hard to detect.
2) The burst length L is sufficiently long to induce packet loss.
3) The magnitude of the attack peak traffic R is large enough to cause a severe congestion on the link to the victim. When these conditions are satisfied, the legitimate flows will be very low throughputs.

In a distributed scenario, multiple attack sources could low their individual traffic rates further, thereby save the consumption and make the detection even harder\cite{15}, [16].

Fig. 2 describes the aggregated LDoS attack. Attack hosts send short attack pulses (For N end-hosts, the rate is 1/N). If the delay is well calculated, these pulses can aggregate at the victim to form a high rate attack flow.

Fig. 3 depicts the synchronous LDoS attack. Attack hosts send long-period attack pulses (For N end-hosts, the period is N times). The attack pulses can synchronous arrive at the victim to form a well-timed attack stream.

III. HOW TO IMPLEMENT AGGREGATION OR SYNCHRONIZATION

The differences of network delay from each zombie to victim necessitate aggregation and synchronization. The target of aggregation or synchronization is ensuring that attack flows from diverse zombies follow the desired square wave when arriving at the victim. The desired square wave can maximize attack efficiency and make attack source hard to detect. Assuming that the zombies are not aggregated or synchronous, three problems maybe appeared \cite{17}–\cite{19}:

1) Attacker cannot launch sufficiently high rate to cause congestion.
2) Congestion time is not long enough.
3) It’s easier to be detected.

A. End-to-End Delay Analysis

Reference [20] proposes an approach based on timestamp to measure the end-to-end delay, as shown in Fig. 4, choose a controller, which is most close to the victim so that the delay from victim router to controller has minimal effect on aggregation or synchronization. Once the controller C is identified, each delay from zombie to controller can be easily tested (e.g., ICMP/IP timestamp). In Fig. 4, \( T_{wa} \) is the zombie sending timestamp, \( T_{wa} \) is the controller receiving timestamp, \( D_{sw} \) is the delay between zombie to controller. Subsequently, controller can control each zombie to start attacking at opportune moment.

Based on the approach above, the end-to-end delay may be measured in a very simplistic network environment. But it’s not adaptive for complex network. In practice, there are two points that should be considered \cite{21}, \cite{22}:

1) The path between source node and destination node is always asymmetry, even through it is symmetry, the different queue situations make the end-to-end delay different in the path.
2) The asynchronous clocks in end systems lead to the usage of timestamp to measure end-to-end delay inaccurate. Considering the two issues, there are several existed approaches to measure end-to-end delay, but, generally, they are complex \cite{21}, \cite{23}.

B. The Approach of Aggregation or Synchronization based on Euclidean Distance

Generally, different zombies send attack pulses with the same attack parameter (\( T, L, R \)), as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. According to the pulse characteristic of LDoS attack, a new approach based on Euclidean distance can be used to keep aggregation and synchronization, thereby avoiding complex measure of end-to-end delay.

For an N-dimensional space, the Euclidean distance is:

\[
d(p, q) = \sqrt{(p_1 - q_1)^2 + (p_2 - q_2)^2 + \cdots + (p_n - q_n)^2} \quad (1)
\]

\( p = (p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n) \) and \( q = (q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_n) \) are two point sets in Euclidean n-space. Euclidean distance can be seen as the similarity of two signals, the smaller distance \( d(p, q) \), the more similar of two signals. To realize the approach based on Euclidean distance, a controller is also chosen closed to the victim, as shown in Fig. 4. The attack packet number from each zombie reached the Controller is sampled as an N dimensions point set.
Choose an attack flow as baseline, the Euclidean distance between baseline and other attack flows can be calculated. According to the Euclidean distance, the start time of each attack pulse can be adjusted dynamically. Repeat calculating the Euclidean distance and adjusting start time until the Euclidean distance is minimal, subsequently the end-to-end delay of each zombie can be confirmed and the aggregation or synchronization can be achieved. The flowchart is shown in Fig. 5:

Fig. 5. Processing flowchart of the Euclidean distance based approach.

As the flowchart shown:
Step1: Sample the received packet number of each attack flow in Controller.
Step2: Choose an attack flow as baseline.
Step3: Calculate the Euclidean distance between baseline and other attack flows respectively.
Step4: Adjust attack start time of each attack, and, repeat Step3, until each Euclidean distance is minimal.
Step5: According to Step4, confirm end-to-end delay of each zombie, and control each attack start at appropriate time.

In Fig. 5, the “sliding time $\Delta t$” is the adjusting value of start time before next calculating Euclidean distance. Fig. 6 reveals the adjusting process.

As shown in Fig. 6 (a), in multiple LDoS attack streams with low burst rate scenario, the final delay $n\Delta t$ between “Baseline” and “Other attack flow” can be achieved after $n$ times sliding. That is to say, when the start time of “other attack flow” delay $n\Delta t$, the Euclidean distance is minimal and the LDoS attack is aggregated.

As shown in Fig. 6 (b), in multiple LDoS attack streams with long period scenario, the final delay $n\Delta t$ between “Baseline” and “Other attack flow” can be achieved after $n$ times sliding, thereby the Euclidean distance is minimal. So, when the start time of “other attack flow” delay $T - n\Delta t$ ($T$ is attack period), the LDoS attack is synchronous.

IV. SIMULATING EXPERIMENTS AND PERFORMANCES ANALYSIS

In this section, performances of aggregation and synchronization attack based on Euclidean distance are analyzed respectively, the results are presented using network simulator NS2.

A. Performances of Aggregated LDoS Attack

Aggregation can low zombie’s peak attack rate. To confirm the validity of Euclidean distance used in aggregation, two typical LDoS attacks are simulated below: one is RTO (Retransmission Timeout)-based [10], [12], [16], and the other is RED (Random Early Detection)-based [21]–[25]. The attack performances are compared.

1) Aggregated LDoS Attack based on RTO

NS2 simulations are carried out with the topology shown in Fig. 7. It consists of two routers: Router A (Node 0), Router B (Node 1), two legitimate TCP senders
(Node 3, Node 5), two TCP receivers (Node 7, Node 8), and three UDP LDoS attack sources (Node 2, Node 4, Node 6). TCP Reno is used for the purpose of experiment, which is most vulnerable. The minRTO is set to 1000ms. Test duration is 20s.

![Link capacity and delay are set as Table I.](image)

**TABLE I. LINK CAPACITY AND DELAY IN RTO-BASED ATTACK**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Node</th>
<th>Link Capacity</th>
<th>Delay</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(0, 1)</td>
<td>10Mbps</td>
<td>10ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(2, 0)</td>
<td>100Mbps</td>
<td>10ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(3, 0)</td>
<td>100Mbps</td>
<td>10ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(4, 0)</td>
<td>100Mbps</td>
<td>100ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(5, 0)</td>
<td>100Mbps</td>
<td>10ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6, 0)</td>
<td>100Mbps</td>
<td>200ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(7, 1)</td>
<td>100Mbps</td>
<td>10ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(8, 1)</td>
<td>100Mbps</td>
<td>10ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1, two routers are connected through a bottleneck link of 10Mbps with 10ms delay, other links are 100Mbps, so we set LDoS attack parameters $T=1150ms$, $L=150ms$, $R=3.3Mbps$. All TCP senders and TCP receivers have a one-way delay of 10ms corresponding to Router A and Router B respectively. Delay of each LDoS attack source to Router A is shown as Table 1.

Assuming the delay of each LDoS attack source to the victim Router B is uncertain. It could be tested by the approach based on Euclidean distance. Set sample interval 1ms and sample period 500ms, choose attack flow from Node 2 as baseline, the sliding time $\Delta t =1ms$. Define $t_d$ is the delay between Node p and Node 2. The Euclidean distance between Node m and Node n is denoted $d(m, n)$. When $t_d=90 \Delta t =90ms$ and $t_d=190 \Delta t =190ms$, the two Euclidean distances are minimal, namely, $d(2, 4)_{min}=40.4$, $d(2, 6)_{min}=48.6$. It means that Node 4 should start attack 90ms earlier than Node 2, and Node 6 should start attack 190ms earlier than Node 2.

According to these calculated results, attack start time can be set to form an aggregated LDoS attack stream in the victim, this aggregation is named as quasi-aggregated attack. In contrast, if the start time is not well orchestrated, it’s named as non-aggregated attack, and, if the delay of all LDoS attack sources to the Router A is set to a fixed value (10ms), it’s named as ideal-aggregated attack.

To confirm the effect of aggregated LDoS attack launched by the approach of Euclidean distance. The number of packets arrivals at Router B is sampled with a period of 1ms. Fig. 8 compares the time series patterns:

1) Legitimate TCP flows without LDoS attack flows (see Fig. 8 (a)).
2) TCP flows with non-aggregated LDoS attack flows (see Fig. 8 (b)).
3) TCP flows with quasi-aggregated LDoS attack flows (see Fig. 8 (c)).
4) TCP flows with ideal-aggregated LDoS attack flows (see Fig. 8 (d)).
As shown in Fig. 8, normal TCP flows are comparatively smooth. The number of the quasi-aggregated packet is larger than the non-aggregated, and the length of attack pulse implied in the Fig. 8 is narrower and more regular. On the other hand, the ideal-aggregated can provide the best attack, but it’s almost infeasible in actual application.

When RTO-based LDoS attack happens, legitimate TCP sender’s Cwnd (Congestion Window) is reduced [26-28]. Fig. 9 depicts the Cwnd of node 3. The variation regulation of normal TCP’s Cwnd is almost compliance with RTO mechanism (see Fig. 9 (a)). Oppositely, LDoS attack maintains TCP send’s Cwnd in a low level. As shown in Fig. 9 (c), the Cwnd of the quasi-aggregated is much smaller than the non-aggregated (see Fig. 9 (b)), and almost identical to the ideal-aggregated (see Fig. 9 (d)).

Fig. 10 depicts the normalized throughput of bottleneck link. As shown in Fig. 10, an ideal-aggregated attack might reduce the throughput to 12.5% of the normal level, to 36.7% by non-aggregated attack and to 18.8% by quasi-aggregated attack. These data illuminate that the performance of the quasi-aggregated is obvious superior to the non-aggregated.

2) Aggregated LDoS Attack based on RED

In this section, the RED-based LDoS attack is focused. NS2 simulation topology is shown as Fig. 11, where, RED queue management is used. The RED parameters, minimum and maximum thresholds, are tuned to 5 and 15 respectively. The weight parameter is chosen to be 0.002.
As shown in Table 2, bottleneck link capacity is 1.5Mbps with 20ms delay, other links are 10Mbps, so we can set LDoS attack parameters $T=1050ms, L=50ms, R=0.5Mbps$.

Similarly, set sample interval 1ms and sample period 500ms, choose attack flow from Node 2 as baseline, the sliding time $\Delta t = 1ms$. When $t_4=102 \Delta t = 102ms$, $t_6=197 \Delta t = 197ms$, the two Euclidean distances are minimal, namely, $d(2,4)_{min}=106.9, d(2,6)_{min}=109.2$. It means that Node 4 should start attack 102ms earlier than Node 2, and Node 6 should start attack 197ms earlier than Node 2.

Fig. 12 depicts the variation of average queue size in time series. Clearly, after a short time, normal RED queue size stabilizes, indicating that the system converges to an efficient operating point. However, LDoS attack causes oscillation of queue size, system cannot stabilize in an efficient operating point.

As shown in Fig. 12, queue size presents more oscillatory in quasi-aggregated LDoS attack, whose performance is similar with ideal-aggregated, but obvious superior to non-aggregated.

LDoS attack causes the link congestion, so legitimate TCP senders are compelled to lower packet sending rate. Table III depicts the number of TCP packets in different conditions. Taking node 3 as example, compared with normal TCP flows, quasi-aggregated attack causes 48.68% packet loss rate, which is close to 51.93% caused by ideal-aggregated attack. However, only 4.25% packet loss rate is obtained in non-aggregated attack.

As shown in Fig. 12, queue size presents more oscillatory in quasi-aggregated LDoS attack, whose performance is similar with ideal-aggregated, but obvious superior to non-aggregated.

LDoS attack causes the link congestion, so legitimate TCP senders are compelled to lower packet sending rate. Table III depicts the number of TCP packets in different conditions. Taking node 3 as example, compared with normal TCP flows, quasi-aggregated attack causes 48.68% packet loss rate, which is close to 51.93% caused by ideal-aggregated attack. However, only 4.25% packet loss rate is obtained in non-aggregated attack.

**Fig. 12. Normalized throughput in bottleneck link**

**B. Performances of Synchronous LDoS Attack**

Synchronization can extend attack period. As mentioned above, synchronous LDoS attack can provide as excellent attack effects as aggregated attack. For simplicity, only the throughput of bottleneck link, as the most direct reflection of attack performance, is given in this section.

In synchronization scenario, network topology and parameters of RTO-based attack are same as that in Fig. 7. Set attack period $T=3450ms$, attack length $L=150ms$, attack rate $R=10Mbps$. Meanwhile, network topology and parameters of RED-based attack are same as that in Fig. 11. Set attack period $T=3150ms$, attack length $L=50ms$, attack rate $R=1.5Mbps$. Because the synchronous attack
requires each attack pulse be difference of a period $T$, so the final start time of each attack flow should be $(k - 1)T - T_p$, $k$ is the number of attackers, $T$ is attack period.

Fig. 14 depicts the throughput of bottleneck link in RTO-based attack. As shown in Fig. 14, the throughput degradation caused by non-synchronous attack is close to that caused by quasi-synchronous attack and ideal-synchronous attack.

At the premise of keeping attack rate $R$ sufficiently large, if the delay of each LDoS attack source is small, the performances of asynchronous attack and synchronous attack are almost same. The reason is that TCP sender will gradually increase its throughput every RTT (Round Trip Time) without attack pulse [25], [26]. In our experiments, despite zombies are asynchronous, the interval between two consecutive attack pulses is still not long enough to provide sufficient RTTs for TCP senders to absolutely resume from congestion.

Fig. 15 depicts the throughput of bottleneck link in RED-based attack. Clearly, Compared asynchronous attack, the throughput of quasi-synchronous attack reduced 15% in our experiment.

Fig. 15. Throughput in RED-based synchronous LDoS attack

As shown in Fig. 15, the performance of RED-based attack is more vulnerable to synchronization, because the attack period is smaller than the time interval of router queue recovery. The quasi-synchronous attack makes the router be over-load and under-load state alternately, and the router queue size cannot stabilize [25]. When the router is attacked, the router sends congestion signal to legitimate end system, and the legitimate end system will adjust packet sending rate according to TCP congestion control mechanism (e.g., Slow Start or Fast Recovery), which is a feedback to aggravate the oscillation of router queue, so the throughput is degraded.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we discuss the approach based on Euclidean distance to realize aggregation or synchronization. Furthermore, according to the proposed approach, NS2 experiments are implemented. We launch aggregated and synchronous LDoS attack by adjusting the delay of each link, and compare the attack performances in two models: RTO-based attack and RED-based attack. Test results confirm that our approach is effective and simple, and the aggregated or synchronous attack is flexible from multiple end-hosts, further degrade the throughput by lower individual attack flow rate. In future work, we plan to test the approach in test bed for a deeper analysis of the aggregated or synchronous LDoS attack to better understand the behavior of such attack and propose some approaches to detect and defend against LDoS attack.
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